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Are you bored with your life‘? Are

you tired of the same old routine‘? Then
consider this: you too can have an exciting,
rewarding career as a GHOSTBUSTER!
This manual is designed to start you on
your way. Everything you need to know
about the science of Ghostbusting is right
here!

To earn your Ghostbuster degree,
study each page carefully. See if you can
match each sticker and place it on the right
page. Then sign your name __  
on the Of cial Certi cate of 3/
Achievement, and. . .you’re a
GHOSTBUSTER! Now turn
the page and get started!
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Lesson 2: Ghostbuster Transportation

Fast, dependable transportation is
important to a Ghostbuster. A converted
hearse is, of course, the best—note photo
of the Ectomobile opposite. Not only is a
hearse roomy enough to carry all your
scienti c Ghostbusting equipment, but it is
also weird and attracts attention. In other
words, it’s good for business. If you are
unable to locate a suitable hearse, consider
an old garbage truck or even a war surplus
armored personnel carrier. ,
Remember, however, that at
rst business will be slow--—

so get something cheap!
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i Lesson 3: Proton Pack

The most important piece of
Ghostbusting equipment is, of course,
the proton pack. This device consists of a
nuclear accelerator and a particle thrower.
The ion stream produced by the proton
pack is extremely destructive, but it is also
the only known method of cornering a
ghost. Acquiring a proton pack is not easy
—nuclear accelerators have to be licensed.
However, with a little inventive genius,
almost anyone can design ,
and build one. CAUTION!
Never point your particle
thrower at anything but a
ghost!
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Lesson 4: Ghost Trap

The next most important piece of
Ghostbusting gear is the ghost trap. This
is a complicated electronic device used for
transporting a capt1u'ed ghost. It consists
of a foot pedal and cord attached to a long
at metal box approximately two feet long.

Although trapping a ghost is no easy task,
it is a skill the beginning Ghostbuster must
master. Particularly dif cult to trap is the
Class Five Full Roaming Vapor. Watch out,
or you’ll get SLIMED! / i   \
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Lesson 8 : Terror Dogs

Luckily these evil creatures are rare.
They are demons which occasionally
occupy old-fashioned buildings like post
of ces or museums. During the daylight
hours, they appear to be made of stone.
But every experienced Ghostbuster
knows better! These beasts are real dogs!

bears or cougars, but the red eyes are a dead
give-away. Don’t let them corner you.

I Sometimes Terror Dogs are mistaken for
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Lesson 9: Your Final Exam

W'hat’s that? Coming down the street!
Oh no, it’s the Stay-Pu.ft Marshmallow Man
crushing everything in his path. The crowd
screams with terror and begs for help. Who
ya gom1a call? That’s right, Ghostbusters!

A full- edged Ghostbuster must be
prepared to deal with any crisis, even the
evil Destructor. Spooks, roamers, ancient
demons—nothing stands in a Ghostbuster’s
way. Remember the Ghostbuster
battle cry: / i

I Ain’t ’Fraid 0’ No Ghosts!
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i Lesson 10: Graduation Day

what it takes. . . consider yourself a

Mil: curmt lliclur hm
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A Ghostbuster must be ready, day or 4' . ,
night, to answer the call of duty. “H-h-help! Certi cate 0')?_ _AC leve771@,Zt 1
A ghost!” If you crave excitement, Q u
adventure, thrills, chills . . . if you’ve got -11,11. ‘

Ghostbuster. Just sign the graduation ,,,,,,,‘,,,,,,,,,, o "
certi cate, af x the of cial sticker, and is An Q iria[
there you are. A licensed GHOSTBUSTER. G505’1'BL[5TL'R
From now on, when someone says, “Who ya 79 L.
gonna call?” They’re gonna call YOU. £3’ 2,2’ Eémn
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.\ ifWANTED
TO SAVE THE WORLD!

CERTIFIED

GHOSTBUSTERS _, ’
{ ‘ll.-i cm”

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE:

I Gloss-coated I.D. Card
I Ecto-Mobile Identification Sticker
~ Certificate of Anti-Paranormal Proficiency
I One Year of GHOSTBUSTERS Magazine
I “This Property Protected by Ghostbusters" Color Stickers
1- Official Ghostbusters Metal Badge
SEND $8.95 TO:

GHOSTBUSTEHS
P.O. BOX B273, DEPT. AP
PITTSBUFIGH, PA 1521 B

“Satisfaction guaranteed or return for complete refund."
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